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A study Is made of compressible perfect fluid motion in
turbomachines having infinitely many blades and a general theory
is developed. An underlying concept of the theory is that force
fields which represent the action of infinitely many blades belong
to a special class described as pseudo-conservative and can be
expressed as the product of a scalar function and the gradient of
a potential. The scalar function is simply the rate at which energy
is imparted to the fluid by the blades, and the potential is simply
the family of the equations for the blade surfaces. The introduc-
tion of these two functions to express the force field casts an en-
tirely new light on problems of mixed-flow turbomachines having
infinitely many blades of arbitrary shape.
In the formulation of the problem the non- linear action of
rotationality and compressibility is regarded as a force tending
to dibplace the streamsurfaces from their irrotational, incom-
pressible position. It is shown that the character of the problem
is determined by a governing velocity: the velocity relative to the
blades where blades are present, or the meridional velocity,
where blades are not presenr.. Where the governing velocity is
subsonic the problem is essentially elliptic, where supersonic,
hyperbolic .
rC
The theory and the examples lead to conclusions which
are believed to explain in part the unexpected efficiencies ob-
served for compresaors having transonic governing velocities.
These conclusions, which indicate that transonic connpressors
could perhaps be profitably developed, are as follows: The de-
flection of the strearmsurfaces induced by a given strength of
vorticity at a certain point in the flow has one sense when the
governing velocity at the point is subsonic, the opposite sense
when it is supersonic, and beconnes zero as it becooies sonic.
The deflection of the streamsurfaces brought about by a given
distribution of vorticity in a region is less when the governing
velocity in the region is transonic than when it is entirely sub-
sonic or entirely supersonic .
Examples of incompressible flow through a mixed flow
connpressor with prescribed blades, and subsonic and transonic
flow through actuator disks , were solved by the method of
finite differences
,
applying simultaneously the relaxation
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In a real turbomachine a viscous , compressible fluid flows
through an axially symnaetrical channel. In a region of this channel
a system of blades, either stationary or rotating about the axis of
symmetry, acts on the fluid. The field of the flow, being bounded
by the surfaces oi the blades as well as by the channel boundaries,
is not circuinferentially uniform. The total energy of the fluid may
vary from point to point in the field, the flow is genera Jy rotational,
and if the blade system rotates, the flov^ is unsteady. The real
problem is thus a very formidable one, and cannot be approached
exactly by methods known today. If viscous effects are neglected
the problem is greatly simplified. Becaur^e of this, and because
viscous effects actually are very slight except near the boundaries,
the assumption of zero viscosity has always been made.
A brief but excellent review of the earlier important investi-
gations of the flow in turbomachines ia given by Larble (aeference 1).
Earlier investigations were concerned primarily with the flow through
a typical annulus of small radial extent and hence treated the flow as
essentially two-dimensional, e. g. Traupel (Reference 2). Interfer-
ence between the flow in neighboring annular regions was assumed
negligible, a condition which is fulfilled only if the centrifugal forces
and the radial pressure gradient forces are in balance, that is, if
i
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the flow is that of a vortex centered on the axis of rotation. This
is a rather severe restriction, too strong to be imposed in most ap-
plications .
The first detailed analysis of the three-dimensional Incom-
pressible flow in turbomachines was given by Iv eyer (Reference 3).
An exact solution was obtained for machines in which the flow is ir-
rotational upstream and downstream of the rotor, although the flow
within the rotor rnay be rotational. K eyer achieved circumferential
uniformity by assuming an infinite number of very thin blades, and
then ttiodified this result by a Fourier analysis to obtain the solution
for a finite mXimber of blades. This was an important contribution
but the extension to arbitrary blade shape, with rotational flow down-
stream of the rotor, has not been made.
Marble (References I and 4) linearized the rotational inconn-
pressible problem with an infinite nunaber of blades by the assump-
tion that the vorticity is transported along the streannlines of an ir-
rotational flow within the same boundaries. Ke provided examples
of axial flow and conical flow, and stated that the simple linearized
solution was sufficiently accurate if the vorticity effects were not
large . A second order linearisation was given to handle problenr^s
in which the vorticity effects are large. Using the simple linear-
izations K-larble considered three interesting problems: the mutual
interference of neighboring blade rows in a multistage axial turbo-
i(
^ ivc^ share, y.\nd
rotn the design point.
i'h'j ..vvO".;i:y!^,'i-iiouiii coaipi'assii.ie ito-.v in. a centrifugal
. ompreaaor with a finite number of strai^'flit blades was investig'atsd
uni'.;/. -.•^u .„j..iij ^rvcT-sreace >). v wa.3 considered in a narrov/
asaape tLe center-line of v/hich generated a right circular cone sv:
-otujc iCv-'Ut ti-e a.xi:u c: t^ie co.-.:pte The two-ciixnendional flow
oatterii .;• this cone, and the xlow concitlons v/ere assuxinsd to be
uniiovrr; .scrciaa* the passage morrrsai to the conical swrface. The
•aalysis yielded the first det^iiled inforrjaticn about cornpr<?S3ibie
:iow betv.d^a biadyb v«, i«;h finite s^y. ci:ng, but tliree
-dimensional ef-
fects -vere not included, and only tbc ftow between Gcrai?'!* blidcs
•v\c; ex
rh.^ f:r<*sant analysis is concer.ic-d vi-ith an idt-^:?.U-t=:c! -^-oWu^--
t:'iat differ a frotn th* i*e.-l probien-; only in that the fluid ia inviscid
and the nu.Tibar of blades i^ isnifLilie . :-;..' THdn r:..}.^ :-r> rr^,-. -v.-,-- ,fiioV'
but the occurraace of ihock w: ves is cxciuj' .-. ihe niore general
•
.Jrisd-fl "• •,
. vA-^ero hcrfr the av!:iT a?;;! r selivi v;^;-cit.- ^-
..,.. ^.. h^v..
be large, id considered, included ar? tha aisecial cases of axial-
;.-..u, o:%i:.v^ t'-i-. ;2vi ,:
-r-.iocity cc - ,> V,., i.. .iiuch larger tha?» *'--^
- idial Component, and radia-flow, ».vhere the radlai velocity





blades is completely arbitrary. The two assumptions v.'hich make
the analysis possible are: the fluid considered is non-viscous , and
the number of blades is infinite. The viscosity of thiS fluid is uninri-
portant except within the boundary layers along all the bounding sur-
faces , and these boundary layers are thin if pressure gradients are
favorable. Furthermore, an elementary consideration of boundary
layers often presupposes a knowledge of the velocity distributions
such as obtained by this analysis. The assumption that the number
of blades is infinite makes the flow field circumferentially uniform.
This uniformity nnakes the solution easier in that the flow depends
only on two coordinates, but at the sanrse time it introduces arti-
ficial complications. Generally there will be a discontinuity in
the flow as it enters this blade region if the num.ber of blades is
infinite. Furthermore the force ot the blades on the fluid is not
applied on individual blade surfaces , but is distributed throughout
the blade region and actually acts as a body force field distributed
throughout the region. The circumferentially uniform flow field
may be considered as the limiting case of a flow acted upon by a
very large number of closely spaced blades of negligible thickness.
Two distinct problems occur in practise. Jhe design prob-
lenn arises when it is desired to design a machine for a particular
purpose . The analysis problem aribes when it is desired to
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investigate a given machine under given operating conditions. These
problems were classified by Marble (Reference 4) as the indirect and
the direct problem, respectively, in analogy with the three-dinnen-
sional wing theory. This classification is convenient and very sig-
nificant. Here any problem in which the blade shape is prescribed
will be classified as a direct problem, any other problenm as an in-
direct problerii. The full significance of this distinction becomes
clear when the circumstances under which the idealized problenn is
actually comparable to a real problem are understood.
In the real machine, which has a finite number of blades,
each blade transmits a force to the fluid by nriaintaining a discontin-
uity in pressure across its two surfaces . If no viscous force is
present this blade force must be normal to the blade surface . In
idealizing the problem these concentrated blade forces are essen-
tially replaced by a body force field. Clearly this body force field
must be normal to the family of blade surfaces throughout the region
of the blades if the two problems are to be comparable. It is im-
portant to note that this imposes a purely geometrical restriction
on the body force field. It will be shown that the necessary and suf-
ficient condition that it be possible to construct a family of surfaces
which are everywhere perpendicular to a given force field is that the
force field Is everywhere perpendicular to its own curl. If the blade
shape is prescribed, as in the direct problenn, this offers no difficulty
i
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However in the indirect problem where the blade shape is one of
the things to be determined, the prescribed quantities, which for
example , may be components of the force field or the energy dis-
tribution, must be prescribed in such a way that the existence of
the faiTiily of blade surfaces is assured beforehand. This necessity*
was noted by Lleyer (Reference 3) in connection with the prescrip-
tion of vorticity in the indirect problein, but was overlooked by
Reissner (Reference 6), Gravalos (Reference 7), and several others.
V/hen the streamwise extent of the working region is n.uch less than
its transverse extent, that is, it" the blade aspect ratio is large, as
in most axial flow problems, the idealized flow will be corriparable
to the real flow even though the blade existence has not been assured
Thus ^.^iarble (Reference 4) was able to obtain good approximate
solutions of the indirect axial flow problem by prescribing blade
force components. However in mixed-flow problems the aspect
ratio is not large, and in the indirect nnixed-flow problen:^ the exist-
ence of the blades must be assured beforehand.
In the real problem one boundary condition is that the fluid
does not flow through the blade surfaces . This cannot be applied
as a boundary condition in the idealized problem oince the blade
surfaces, being infinite in number, are not boundaries of the flow.
*Inforn:iation lately received reveals that this condition for integra-
bility of the blade surfaces was stated by liauersfeld as early as
1905 in a paper (Reference 10) not available at the time of writing.
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Inatead th>i fluid in the region of «h« blades is constrained to moxrc«
ment on the blade surfaces
.
This constraint, quite different fron^
the boundary condition of the real problem, plays an important part
in the mathematical formulation of the idealiy,ed ^^roblcn:;. The
g.5 0«r.etricai relation which expreaass the conttraint is r;qual ir
significance to the other equations and nrust be corcid?r«d timul-
taneously with them. In addition, *rith uniform inlet conJitiouE and
an incompressible fluid, the dirfnri-.tial equati'^:7 £or the flow iv.
linear in the region of the blades. aUhough it i« generally ncn>Une;.r
downstre^^u^ of this relict
.
This fact .gabled r.-oyor (rtafer^nc^ 3)
tc find exact iolution* for Howa in which tbe vorticity dcv/nstrca-n
of the blades iH »,ero. although thr, flow ir.ay b« rctitional aad vary
complicated in the region of the blides.
To surnmariBe. the ideaUsj^d problem mxiat satisfy th=^ equa-
tion* of nr,otion-.-.«'ith the body force field iticluded. the ccutin.uty
aquatic;:, the i?eutropic preaa^.-n-dn^aity relation, and thcso boun-
dary condition* cf the res.! problen^ not applied on the blade surface..
The two additional requirement? which ^.uet be fulfiUec'. if the so-
lution of the idealiaed problem is to be coir.par.-Jble to the r«al prob-
leu: are: the ^ody force field .-vast be normal to th. f.tmily of blade
surfaces; and the velocity vector field t^iust be parallel to the fam-
ily of blade serfficcB.
In the direct problem the blade shape ia known and the^e
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supplerrientary conditions can easily be irrposed . For the indirect
problen-i in which force componento are prescribed these require-
ments should be expressed in terms of the force components as
follows: the body force field miust be normal to the velocity vector
field; and the force vector must be nor trial to its own curl. These
assure the existence of a family of surfaces xdnch can be chosen
to fulfill the two requirements stated above for the direct problem.
If in the indirect problem other quantities such as energy distribu-
tion are prescribed, equivalent requirements must be satisfied.
The idealised problem is formulated in terms of a streatn
function for the s'-elocitiea in the meridional plane, and the result-
ing differential equation for the stream function is written as a
second order non-homogeneous partial differential equation by re-
garding the non- linear terrrjs , representing the effects of rotationality
and compressibility, as forcing functions tending to displace the
stream.surfaces , The differential equation is then replaced by a
finite difference equation which is solved by a simiultaneous appli-
cation of the relaxation technique of Southwell (Reference 8) and an
iteration process .
The general theory is developed in Parts II through VI, and
the difference formulation and examples are presented in Parts
VII, VIII, IX, and X. The examples were conceived in order to
demonstrate separately the different phases of the problem. Part
I
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VIII is concerned with incompressible flow through a region of
prescribed blades and is primarily an example of rotationality
in a mixed-flow compressor . Part IX is offered as an example
of the effects of compressibility when the vorticity distribution
is approximately constant. Part X is an example of the inter-
action of rotationality and comipressibility eflectb when the total
velocity is transonic but the governing velocity is subsonic.

-lo-
ll. CCORDINAT£S. NOT /^TION, SYMBOLS
The flow is described (Figure I) for the most part in an ab-
solute cylindrical coordinate system r, 9, z by the velocity compon-
ents u, V, w respectively. The absolute velocity vector is:
1/ - i^ u -f- Tq V * U ^ J
where i^ j T^^ and 7^ are unit vectors in the r,e, and a directions
respectively. The vorticity components for circumferentially uni-
form flow are respectively:
5 Dz / '( dz ~ TT 'j ^ - ~r





The Velocity and the Vorticity Components in the Absolute Coordinate
System
The scalar functions u, v, w, $ , »| , J are independent of the 9





The forces of the blades on the fluid is given by
F - Tf. Fr -f-Ts F^ -^ T^ F^
length
and has the dimensions of force/unit mass, or p .
time''
^t times the relative cylindrical coordinates r, 4'» z, where
(|) is measured with respect to the rotor, will be used. If the angular
velocity of the rotor is u> , the absolute and relative velocities are
related by :
do - d <p = od d-h (2)
The velocity and' vortlcity vectors in the relative system are respec-
tively:
(a/ = V -J^ior = Tf a + 1^ (v-i>or) -^ ~^ iv ^ and
The intrinsic coordinates n, 6, s will often pernnit a more
concise presentation (Figure 2). n is distance normal to the merid-
ional streamline and s is distance along the miridional streamline.
The velocity and vorticity vectors arc respectively:
where
7 - -Xsgs -^ W
and where K is the curvature of the n^eridional streamline.




The Velocity and the Vorticlty Components in the Intrinsic Coordinate
System
of position, called the blade surface function:
A blade surface is defined by /<3 = constant. The function f(r,z)= (9-/3)
defines the family of the traces of the blades in a meridional plane.
The normal to the blade surface is
Since the blade force F is always normal to the instantaneous sur-
face of the blades it can be expressed as
This defines the scalar function /\(r,a)o From the second equation
of motion it will be shown later that cOA is the local rate at which
energy xs added to the fluid by the action of the blade forces . /3
-I





has dimension of — .
time^
ItNote that v /St , the nornial to the blade surid cc , !:> noi ^ u
vector. Instead it is chosen so that its tangential coiiiponent id unity.
Thu« the iTiagnituda of the tangential component oi the force vector
ie simply ^^ =^
-^J .





p = static pressure
p = density
3 = speed of sound
= ratio of specific heats
t = time
£ = ^V^-f-f^ = total energy of the fluid
( ), subscript denotes condition far upetream of the region
of the blades
, or at the upstreann boundary
( ). subscript denotes condition at the trailing edge of the
blades
( )r ( ) » Partial differentiation with respect to r and a rs-
spsctively, unless otherwise defined
a = angle between the blade surface and the meridional
plane measured in a plane where z is constant
a^ = angle between the blade surface and the imeridioaal
plane measured \\\ a plane tangent to the surface where
r is constant
Q = an^le betv/eeii the blade surface and the meridional





= curvature of the meridional atrearrline
&
K = curvature of the normal to the a-ieridional streamline
n
q = ifrjeridionai velocity component
^ = "residual" of the difference operator
D( ) - difference operator
f = circulation about an annular vortex ring
(T = angle between meridional velocity and axis
a.. = influence coefficients
M = Mach number
r = outer radius
o







m. THE PSiiUDO-CONSiCRVATIV.^ FORCE FIELD
AND THE BLADE SURFAC 2 FUNCTION
A) The Necessary and Sufficient Condition for the Existence of the
-o'-aaiily of Blade Surfaces
The body force field F is norinal to the fan^ily of blade sur-
faces /9 , hence F and v/8 are parallel and can be related by
where yA(r,2) is a scalar function, and v/S is a function of only r
and z because of circumferential uniformity. 'Vriting
and talking the curl of both aides there results:
Then forniing the scalar products with F,
(±1 '^- V ^ r = o
and since J{ is not zero unless [f\ is zeroo
F '.^ ^F = O (7)
This is the necessary condition for the existence of the family of
blade surfaces and is the additional relation which i-nuat be fulfilled
in the indirect problem if the idealized problem is to be corriparable
to a real probievt^.
In order to discuss the question of blade existence suppose
that in the indirect problem force components are to be prescribed
,
First consider flow through the channel with no force present. The
flow JLS completely determined by the equations of nnotion, the con-
« The applicability of Equation (6) and the subsequent derivation of




tinuity equation, a pressure-density relation, and the necessary
boundary conditions. Now consider flow through the same channel
with forces present. Three unknowns, the three force components,
have been added to the problem. One equation, the requirement
that the relative streannline be nornnal to the force field, has been
added:
W • ^ = O (8)
*At this point it appears that two components of the force can be
prescribed arbitrarily. The third component would then be expressed
by means of Equation (8), and the problem would be completely de-
ternnined as in the channel with no force acting. The solution would
describe a flow under the action of the prescribed forces, but would
not necessarily be comparable to a flow acted upon by blades because
the existence cf the blade surfaces has not been assured. If Equation
(7) is innposed the problem is redundant, for with two force compon-
ents prescribed there are more equations than unknowns. An example
will give physical nneaning to this difficulty. Suppose the two com-
ponents F and F- are prescribed as:





The three force components are then known and the problem is com-
pletely prescribed as in the channel with no force acting. The solu-
tion will give u, V, w as functions of r and z. Now the equation as to
the existence of blade surfaces is raised. Equation (7) for this case is
from which
—rr- = function of 2 only (10)
The problem is clearly over prescribed, for F^ is restricted when
Equation (10) is imposed. Furthermore, it is clear what should be
prescribed. If F is zero, then —-- can be a prescribed function
of z only. From Equations (9) and (10),
—
-; =
— = -r X function of z
'^ re
This function of z that may be prescribed represents an angle be-
tv/een the relative velocity and the meridional plane and actually is
the blade shape paranneter f«(z) defined below. Thus when the exist-
ence of blades is assured the indirect problem with force components
properly prescribed is equivalent to the direct problenn with the
blade shape prescribed.
B) The Viost General Form of the Body Force Field
The reason that the two force components cannot be indepen-
dently prescribed is that the force field, although non-conservative,
is restricted in form. The most general force field that will satisfy
Equation (7) is given by liquation (6). This is the most general force
i
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field for Vv'hlch a family of blade surfaces actually exists and is
therefore the truest general lorce field posa ible in turbomachinc
problems where the number of blades is infinite . For this reason
it is proposed for all such problems that the body force field be
expressed as the product of a scalar function and the gradient of
a potential:
:^ = Avj3 = Xvfe-f(r,^)] (11)
This xorce field has a sp»icial place b<5tween conservative fields
and non-conservative fields. . conservative force field can be
expressed in ter:.';s of one scalar function, its potential. A non-
conservative force fielc requires three scalar functions for ejipres-
sion, one for ctich coinponent. The force field of the turbomachine
,
being intermediate bei,v/een these in that it requires two scalar
functions for expression, might be called a pseudo-conservative
force field. Actually its vectors have the same direction as a con-
servative field, but not the jame i-nagnitude .
This fact that the force field depends on only two scalar
functions indicates why, in theindirect problem with force compon-
ents prescribed, the two components cannot be prescribed indepen-
dently. It also indicates that considerable simplification might
result from considering the functions A and f instead oi the three
force components . This is actually the case . The introduction of
these two functions for the force vector field casts an entirely now




Infinite. For example, the heretofore more difficult direct prob-
lem becomes relatively simple, virthermore the functions A and
f have special physical significance: o>^(r .z) represents the local
time rate at which energy is added to the fluid by the. action of ro-
tating blades, and f(r,z) describes the blade shape completely.
From Equation (H) the force field is finally expressed as
'^ " ^ (-^r ^r ^ T^ T- - 7^ /-^j
^
(12)
When the force field is expressed in terms of the functions
A and f the question of blade e^ristence does not arise and the direct
and indirect problems become quite clear. / direct problem is one
in which the blade shape f(r.2) is prescribed and X(r,2) is an un-
known determined by the second equation of motion after the solution
is complete. The function X does not appear in #ae equation for the
meridional flow. An indirect problem may be one in which the local
rate of energy input. A (r .z) i3 prescribed, and the blade surface
function, f(r,z), is an unknown dependent variable.
C) The Physical Meaning of the Blade Surface Function /3 ;
It is of interest to note the geometrical significance of /5
and f and their derivatives. The absolute value of v(3 is
where R = rf^ and Z ^ r/^.
The relation between the vector v/B and the blade surface is shown
in Figure 3. Using the definitions of a^. o . a as given in Part
V
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II it easily follows that
K = tan a.
Z = -tan a
(14)







a Plane z s constant
Looking Radially fnward onto a
Plane Tangent to a Surface
r = constant
Figure 3
The Blade Surface inunction f(r,z)
In the same way
R^ -h Z^ = fa






Thus R and Z are irjerely the tangents of certain angles be-
tween the blade surface and the meridional plane.
The functions /3 and f were defined in such a way that /3 =
constant is the equation of a blade surface and f = constant is the




If the blades are so-called radial blades, that is, if the blade sur-
faces are generated by lines that are normal to the axis
, tha function
f is Independent of r
.
In this case fj. = and f^ ia a function of s
only.

IV. THS HYDRCDYNAMICAL SOUATICNS
A) The Equations in the Various Coordinate Systems
The hydrodynamical equations for the steady, adiabatic
,
axially symmetrical, and circumferentially uniform flow of a non-
viscous fluid acted upon by a pseudo-conservative* body force field
are given in the various coordinate systems previously described.
Vector Forms:
The equation of motion:
V vV = - -j^ vp -^ A v/3 (17a)
V^^= ^^F-P ^^v/o -Av/3 (17b)
The continuity equation:
V rV = O (18)
The isentropy condition:
v(-^,] =0: a^= ^= lx->}(f - r'" (19)
Absolute Cylindrica l G)ordinate3:






* ii pseudo-conservative fiorca field is defined as one which can be
expressed as the product of a scalar function and the gradient of a
potential. See Part III.
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Absolute Intrinsic (-' lovv) Coordinates:
The equations of motion:
^s^ = ^ (22b)
(22c)
The continuity equation:
^ ^9, -H ^^s K„ A ^c^s jrsinc = O (23)
B) An Integral of the Equation of Motion
i>ince the flow is steady the equation of motion can be inte-
grated along each streamline . Forming the scalar product of V and
Equation (IVb) , a scalar equation is obtained:
V-''i:vv-h~-V'^p-AV-7/s = o (24)
From Equations (6) and (8) the condition that the relative velocity
vector and the force vector are perpendicular is
Consequently
V- 7/3 = U) ^ and v-u>r = r-f^ m -t- ri^ti (26)
From the second equation of motion (Equation (20b)):
^ = u^'^yy^ = y- v(r^) (27)
Since the flow is isentropic the density is a function of pressure only,
P = P(p)» *^*i ^he pressure term of Equation (24) is:
-^^P - ^/^ (28)
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Uslng Equations (26), (27). and (28), Squation (24) becomes
Integrating along the rxieridional streamlines an energy equa-
tion analogous to (he Bernoulli equation is obtained.
^ ^ * J ~P^ ~ ^^^ ~ constant on each streamsurface (30)




The total energy is E =
^(/V"^ • ^he term ^ ^' is the
kinetic energy per unit mass and /^ is the enthalpy. The change
of u)vv which occurs along a streamsurface in the region where 4^^€^
blades act is the change in the total energy of the fluid occurring on
the same streamsurface
.
The constant in Equation (30) will have the same value on all
streamsurfaces if the total energy is uniform and the meridional com-
ponent of vorticity is zero upstream of the blades. Under these con-
ditions Equation (30) becomes
2 ^ -^J-^-cOti/ = constant (31)
In a more general case the flow may be rotational and may
have a non- uniform energy distribution at the upstream boundary,
the inlet. Using the subscript ( )i to denote these inlet conditions
the 'constants" in Equation (30) can be evaluated.
T^^*/^^- ^rv = £, - u>(r^}, (32)
The functions E^ and ^(rv)^ are constant on each streamsurface and




cannot be evaluated as functions of position unless the atreamsurfaces
are known.
The gradient of Equation (32) is taken in order to eliminate
the total energy gradient, ^ S, from the equation of motion:
7E = V U)ri/ y- ^ E, - ^ Ld(r\/}i (33)
Since the functions Sj and (rv). are constants on each streamsurface
their gradients are normal to the streamsurface and Equation (33)
can be written as
^£= .u>r^^T„^-T„^^:;^ (34)
where n is distance normal to the streamsurface.
C) Two Identitie
3
Two identities which can be proved for axially synimetrical
flow using only the definition of vorticity are:
n ' V U>ry = O (35)
^u>n^ - /^cOr'J7 (36)
The vector ^ cdr has the dimension of velocity and acts
tangentially.
D) The Concept of Free and Bound Vorticity
The concept of free and bound vorticity provides a useful
means of discussing the properties of rotational flow. Although ro-
tational flow problems are generally non-linear, they may be linear
if the vorticity is bound. The non-linearity arises physically from
the dependence of the solution upon the distribution of vorticity
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which is determined, in turn, by the manner in which the vorticity
is transported by the velocities of the solution. Sonme knowledge of
the vorticity field can be obtained directly from the equations of
motion.
Consider first rotational flow in a region where no forces
act on the fluid. The equation of motion is simply (from Equation
(17b) )
:
7^/2 - 7^ \/^ ^^vp= v£ (37)
If the total energy is uniform on the upstream boundary it is uniform
everywhere in the field and 7E s 0. This is the simplest example
of free vorticity, one in which the vorticity vector and the velocity
vectors are parallel'''
. If the total energy of the fluid is not uniform,
the velocity and vorticity vectors are not parallel. They are, how-
ever, perpendicular to the gradient of the total energy.
Consider next rotational flow in a region where a pseudo-
conservative force field acts on the fluid. The equation of motion
is (from iiquation (I7b) ) •
V <ri = 7E- X v/3 (38)
With Equation (33) this becomes
V ^71 = 7u>rv - V u)(rv),-h 7 E,-X7f3 (39)
Two parallel vectors do not necessarily have the same sense
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where S^ and (rv)^ describe conditions prescribed at the inlet and
are constant on each streamsurface
. Using Equation (36) this be-
comes at once:
/ \7- 7^ U>r] xfi = '\7V X n. ^ v£,-v cO(ry), - Av^ (40)
If inlet conditions are uniform v 5^ and 7 (rv). are zero and all of
the vorticity is generated by the blades. In this case Equation (40)
states that the vorticity vector, as well as the relative velocity vec-
tor, lies in the blade surface /3 - constant; hence the term bound
vorticity. This is the simplest example of bound vorticity.
Forming the scalar product of the vorticity Tl and Equation
(40), the left side is zero:
Ti- '^/3 = n-^ ^LE,' u)(rv)J (41)
Again this shows that the vorticity vector lies in the blade surface
if the upstream conditions are uniform.
Consider last the flow downstream of a system of blades .
The equation of motion is simply Equation (40) with A s •
W '^ n = ^E,- \ruO(rv), (42)
If the conditions far upstream are uniform, vE and 7(rv), are
zero, and the vorticity vector is parallel to the relative velocity
vector. Thus vorticity generated by a moving system of blades will
be parallel to the Velocity measured relative to the moving system,
regardless of the shape of the blades
, and regardless of the change
in energy effected by the blades. This is merely the "upstream" case
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again if relative coordinates are used.
The vorticity generated by a system of blades has certairi
geometrical properties. In the region of the blades in which the
vorticity is generated the vorticity is 'bound' and lies in the blade
surfaces. Downstream of the blades the vorticity generated by the
blades is 'free' and is parallel to the relative velocity.
^) The Transport of Vortic ity
If a fluid particle has once acquired a rotation it te:|ids to
nnaintain this rotation as it moves along the streamline. In other
words
,
the vorticity is transported along the streamline with the
velocity of the fluid. The magnitude and direction of the vorticity
will vary as the fluid expands or contracts, as the velocity vector
changes direction, and of course under the action of non-coniserva-
tive forces
.
With uniform inlet conditions the equation of i-notion









This shows how the time derivative of the vorticity vector depends
on the vorticity itself as well as on the velocity and the force field
.
If the fluid is incompressible the last term of liquation (43) is zero.
Because of axial symmetry, only the tangential vorticity is
associated with the radial and axial velocities, while the radial and
axial vorticity components are associated with only the tangential
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velocity. The tangential vorticity may be regarded as an infinite
nun^ber of vortex rings centered on the axis. The circulation /^
around each ring is given by n multiplied by the cross-sectional
area of the ring. As the radius of the ring increases the cross-
sectional area decreases in such a way that the mass of the fluid
in the ring rennains constant. It follows that for a given ring, ^
is proportional to -^ as the ring deforms. The tangential com-
ponent of Equation (43) expresses the law governing the time rate
»
change of circulation connected with a certain mass of fluid en-
closed in an annular vortex ring:
From the continuity equation, Ji^quation (21):
With this, £1quation (44) can be written:
'P^^e'kT^^^f^-^^^r (46)
The first term on the right is the rate of change in the axial direc-
tion of the centrifugal force, which acts radially: the second term
is the radial rate of change of the axial blade force; and the third
term is the rate of change of the radial blade force in the axial di-
rection. A little thought will show that these ternns, in each case,
represent tnon^ents tending to cause rotation of a fluid particle
about a tangential axis . It is in this way that non-conservative forces
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tend to effect a change in tha circulation around a vortex ring. If
the centrifugal force is conservative the first ternn Is zero, and if
the blade force is conservative A is constant, and the last two
ternns cancel. Then the circulation about the vortex ring is con-
stant .
Vorticity iTjay therefore be considered as a property of the
fluid which continually changes character as the fluid moves along
the streamsurfaces . This concept of the transport of vorticity by
the fluid particles gives physical significance to the non-linear
Interaction between the vorticity and the velocity and will be useful








the Variables, and the Boundary Cond it ion
Available for the idealized problem are six equations: the
three equations of motion, Equations (ZOabc); the continuity equation,
Equation (21); the isentropy condition, Equation (18); and the geo-
metrical relation that the relative velocity is tangent to the blade
surface. Equation (25). These six equations relate seven depen-
dent variables, u, v, w, p, p, A , £,--each of which is a function
of the independent variables r and z. Clearly, since there are only
six equations, one of these seven must be prescribed. The angular
velocity of the rotor, cJ , is a constant parameter.
In the direct problem the blade surface function f(r,z) is
prescribed and there are six equations for the remaining six de-
pendent variables. The necessary and sufficient boundary conditions
are the same as for flow through the same channel with no blades act-
ing except that a sort of Kutta condition must be applied at the trail-
ing surface of the blade region. The boundary conditions will be
discussed in more detail after the number of dependent variables has
been reduced.
In an indirect problenn where the local rate of energy input,
A (r,z), is prescribed there are again six equations and six depen-
dent variables. The question of blade existence, so important in the
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indirect problem with force components prescribed, does not arise
here, for with the force field expressed in terms of the two functions,
A and f, blade existence is assured. The boundary conditions, how-
ever, are less understood than in the direct problem, particularly
the conditions for f(r,z). It is to be noted also that while the direct
problem, with f prescribed, can be formulated as a problem in the
meridional plane independent of A , the indirect problem, with A
prescribed, is not independent of f . The two problems are therefore
quite distinct.
The direct problem is formulated below in terms of a stream-
function for the meridional velocity. The discussion of characteris-
tics and general properties in Part VI also refers to the direct prob-
lem.
B) The Differential Equations for the Streamfunction
The continuity equation is identically satisfied by the stream-
function li/ , defined by:
JL = -^^ll (47)
-^=-~—
-FT" ^^^f
For cases in which the fluid is incompressible take a«.= Ij-^ =
I .
The equation of motion is
V^fl=^E-Av/3 (38)
^In this definition a* and p* are considered as constants which de-
scribe the initial total energy. If the initial total energy distribution
is non-uniform, a* and p* are constants which describe the total
energy at oonp.e repre3entati%re point ©n the upstream boundary.
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Upatream or downstrean^ of the blades the force znagnitude A is
zero and since the total energy remains constant on each stream-
surface
r 2)E
Written in intrinsic coordinates Equation (38) becomes
(49)
O - /T yedn/7
(50)
Using the definition of flf^ and O-s » ii^quation (3) , the normal
connpone nt is
The other components show that —^ is zero.
(31)
Since the total energy is constant on each streannsurface
,
Equation (34) can be replaced by
^£ = r„4^„ U)[(rv)^ - irv],] •/- Tr, If' (52)
and Equation (31) can be written for the upstream and downstream
regions respectively as:





In the region of the blades A is not zero and the total energy is
not constant on each streamsurface
. An expression for the tangential
vorticity can be obtained from Equation (41):
n • ^/3 = Af Tn ^[E, - u>(rv}J (41)
Expressing the left side in cylindrical coordinates and the right side
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and Equation (55) becomes
^ _ /^_ ^rv ^^ ^ry] /
-S^r ^n-K-^^^= ^n± ip,[£.-^^rv).] (55)
But rirj =^ --p- J—' . Equation (3); and '^ = ^s fj" . Sq. (22b)
(36)
Equation (57) expresses the tangential vorticity Q in the region of
the blades. It is significant that this relation is independent of the
blade force nnagnitude A .
All of the three basic equations, Equations (53), (54), and (57),
are non-linear if the upstream conditions, E and u)(rv),, are non-
uniforrT) , or if the fluid is compressible. If the fluid is incompres-
sible and E, and (rv) are constant, the equation upstrean-i Is linear.
It is simply ri- 0, but the downstream equation. Equation (54), is
still non- linear . However, the equation in the region of the blade,
Equation (57), actually is linear if the fluid is incoinpressible . For,
from Equation (25)
r/ = cor^ -h r^(-frU -H-f^w] (58)




Note that the operator /^z ^7: - ^rj^j represents differentiation
along the trace of a blade in the nneridional plane . Equation (59)
is clearly a linear equation for u and w when the last term is zero
and f(r,z) is prescribed.
If r\ is written in terms of the streamfunction In Equations
(5 3), (54), and (59), the three differential equations for the stream-
function are obtained. Ey direct substitution, using Equations (47)
and (43)
,
P,a, fd^'P , i>^ d^^ i±^if i^J.^7 (60)
fr I Or^ r Or €zz ~ ar r or- ~ 02 e azj '
The last two termis can be written more simply after a change of
independent variable as
Or f> Qr ~ dz e ^'z- ~ On P On ^ '
The derivatives taken normal to the streamsurfaces of
functions which are constant on the streamsurfaces can be written
in a very useful form by considering the streamfunction ^ as an
independent variable. For Instance, since rv is constant on each
streamsurface downstream of the blades , (i^v)^ depends only on the
streamfunction i(j . Therefore
^(rv)t- djrvk^ - d(rvk f '^s P A (62)
Dn Q/<^ Or? ~ d ip I o^ e^ I
and similarly for any function which is constant on the streamsurfaces
Using the relations developed in Equations (61) and (62) and
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the definition of (p the differential equations for the streamfunction
can now be written for the three regions of the flow. Equations (53),
(54), and (59) then become:
Upstrea iYi of the blades;
In the region of the blades:
where R = rf , Z = rf , and the subscripts r and » denote partial
differentiation.
Downstream of the blades:
4'rr - i I'r - 'P^. -- 'J'n ('" Hn - (^fH^.U " ^Vf^. (^Jt
The equations are rewritten below for the flow of an incompressible
fluid with uniform inlet conditions in order to discuss the rotation-
ality effects separately from the compressibility effects. For the
incompressible fluid, a* and — are taken as unity.
Upstream of the blades:
^rr -T-^r-^ "Pzz = ^ (66)
In the region of the blades
:





stream of the blades;
4^rt -y'Pr^^zz^- [C^k ' ^^V^ ^'''^^ (68)
With uniform inlet conditions the flow upstreann of the blades
is irrotational . Equation (66) , which is clearly a linear partial dif-
ferential equation, states sinnply that the tangential vorticity n is
zero. In the region of the blades and downstream of the blades the
flow is rotational. However, in the region of the blades the fluid
is constrained to movement on the blade surfaces , and the vorticity
is 'bound' and lies in the blade surfaces. Because of this constraint
the equation for the strcamfunction in the region of the blades , iiqua-
tion (67), is linear when the blade shape functions, R and Z, are pre-
scribed. The equation for the downstream region. Equation (68), is
a non- linear equation for ^ because ^ appears as an independent
variable on the right side . However if the right side is a known
function of position the equation is linear, although non-homogeneous,
and can be handled in the same way as Equations (66) and (67). This
suggests an iteration process in which the right side is estimated and
the equations are solved. A new right side is calculated from this
solution and the process repeated until ths desired accuracy is ob-
tained. Actually (rv)^ is a function of d/ only and the non-homogeneous
part, the right side of Equation (68), can be evaluated as a function of
^ and r for all the downstream region once the flow conditions at the
blade trailing edge are determined. There are several reasons why
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thi3 iteration process is a practical and relatively simple nr^ethod
of solving this problem . The non-homogeneous part of Equation
(63) has a simple physical meaning. The right side is simply r i^
,
the moment of the tangential vorticity about the axis, and is pro-
portional to r p. It was shown that under the action of a conserva-
tive force field the circulation f ren^ains constant along the stream«
surfaces (Squation (46)). This suggests that a good first approxi-
mation might be to assume that the circulation is constant on the
streamsurfacea of an irrotational flow through the same channel,
thus neglecting the interaction of r\ and the other vorticity compon-
ents . actually a nmuch better approxinrjation can be nnade by evalu-
ating the function (rv) as a function of tf' at the blade trailing edge
using the blade geometry and the meridional velocity of an irrota-
tional flow through the same channel. Once (rv) is a known func-
tion of 1^ the right side is a known function of ^ and r. Here the
interaction of the vorticity is accounted for, but the blade trailing
edge conditions, which define rv(ijj ), are of course approximate.
In the numerical method of finite differences used in the following
cxaiTiples it is only necessary to solve completely the final step of
the iteration process. iCach step only need be carried far en^^^h
to assure an improvement of the estinnatc of the right side . The
application is relatively easy when the relaxation technique is used
since the exact status of the solution is clear at all tinnes.
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When the fluid is coinpressible all of the equations are
non-linear. The term on the right side, ifn {in p]n » represents
the entire effect of compressibility if the flow is irrotational . For
rotational flow another effect of compressibility is to modify the
effects of the rotation. Thus the density ratio {— \ is a nnultiplier
of the rotationality terms in i£quations (63), (64), and (65). Again
an iteration process is used, in which the term
^nf^^^ln ^^ esti-
nnated and a solution is obtained. This solution is then the basis
for a new estimate of the density term, and the process is repeated
until the desired accuracy is obtained. »
The conditions under wuich the above iteration processes
are convergent have not been rigorously established. For flow in
which a certain governing velocity is supersonic convergence is
questionable. If stagnation points occur in the fluid the question of
convergence is connected with the question of proper boundary con-
ditions and the fact that the streannsurfaces are characteristic sur-
faces of the flow. Convergence will be discussed separately for
each example solution.
The equation for the flow in the region of the blades is
somewhat simpler than shown in Equation (64) if radial blades are
prescribed. Radial blades, blades which are generated by radial






high speed rnachinesi because of the high centrifugal forces. The
trace in the nneridional plane of a radial blade is of course a radial
line, hence f(r,z) is actually f(z) only. Then for radial blades:
R =0, Z = rf^U] ^ Zr = fz(^)j ^-^^-j (69)
and Equation (64) becomes:
*(uz1i>Alne]r ^ 4'.(lnek Hffr'£L[-§:^-^'] (70)
The significance of the simplification is that the cross derivative,
Lp^Z , does not appear when the blades are radial.
The most general form of the differential equations for the
streamfunction is that shown in iuquations (63), (64), and (65). These
are the equations for the isentropic, rotational flow of a compres-
sible fluid acted upon by an infinite number of arbitrary blades.
The flow iTiay be rotational and the energy distribution miay be non-
uniform at the upstream boundary. i\.x\ energy relation which ex-
presses density in terms of the gradient of the streamfunction and
the total energy of the fluid must be considered with these if the fluid
is coiTipressible
.
C) The Isentropic Hinergy iDquation- -Density as a Function of >.-ass Flow
The energy equation, Equation (32), can be written as
/ 1^2
2 V -^ = corv -^E,-oO(ty^h (71)
Let a be the velocity of sound when the velocity V is zero. The
constant a^ will have a different value on each streams urface if the
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energy on the upstream boundary is non-uniform. .^ non-uniform a
will be denoted by a prin-ia , e.g. a '. Then Gqu.ition (71) beconies
o
A' I - ^{
^'-^%'^/-""'J (72)
Cf
or in terms of density
Introducing the streamfunction defined by Equations (47) and (48)
,
^ - Ij . JtJ^
liis equation gives the density in terms of the local mass flow,
and the effective tangential velocity
(75)
This last term includes the effect of changes of total energy as a re-
sult of blade action as well as the actual effect of the tangential ve-
locity.
The solution of Equation (74) is presented graphically as com-
putational curves, Figure 42.
Two other useful forms of the energy equation can be derived
from Equation (72):
/P.fjPl±^




D) The Matching of Solutions in Adjoining Regions
There are three distinct 'regions of the flow corresponding
to the three differential equations, liquations (63), (64), and (65),
and solutions in adjoining regions must be matched on the connect-
ing boundaries. Fhe streamfunction itself is always continuous
across both the leading edge and the trailing edge boundaries . The
i'utta condition imposed at the blade trailing edges to make the so-
lution unique requires that the velocity and pressure be continuous
there. Consequently, the matching conditions at the trailing edges
are that the streamfunction and its first derivatives, as well as the
tangential velocity, are continuous across the trailing edges. This
provides the means of evaluating the function (rv) for the down-
stream region. Since rv is continuous it may be evaluated just up-
streann of the trailing edge by Equation (25), which can be written as
rv = oOr^ -h r^ff^u ^f^^l (79)
The matching conditions at the leading edges arc generally
much more complicated. In the real problem with a finite number
of blades the fluid flows smoothly through the blade system. A
"stagnation point" occurs at some point near the leading edge and
the fluid flows smoothly off the trailing edge. The flow is sinr^ilar
to the flow about an airfoil. However, in the idealized problem the
nunnber of blades is infinite, and the velocity at the leading edge
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will generally be discontinuous. The flow is very similar to the flow
through an infinitely closely spaced lattice of airfoils, and the lead-
ing edge discontinuity is the same as that occurring at the leading
edge of the lattice. In problems of practical interest the pressure
and tangential velocity will generally be discontinuous at the leading
edge
.
Continuity of the first and higher derivatives of the stream-
function depends on the shape of the blade near the leading edge. It
can be shown that the first derivativesof the streamfunction are c6n-
tinuous across the leading edges provided only that the leading edges





The Flow Across the Blade Leading
Sdge
It is supposed that the tangential velocity v juirsps discontinuously
across the leading edge. This innplies that a discontinuity in density,
pressure, and velocity nr^ay also occur there. The first derivatives
of the streai-nfunction are proportional to pq , the local mass -velocity
in the directions of the derivatives, pq is of course continuous on
both aides of the leading edge, and continuity of mass require that
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f^i}f<^K], =(P2](9k]z i^ Figure 4. Therefore pq^is continuous every-
where, and the first derivatives of the streamfunctlon are continuousi
everywhere, i^or blade surfaces which satisfy thia condition, the
matching conditions at the leading edge are that the streamfunction
and Its first derivatives are continuous there. The tangential, ra-
dial, and axial velocity conoponents and the pressure and density
may be discontinuous. If the blades do not satisfy this condition
the streamfunction derivatives will generally be discontinuous.
3) rhe Boundary Conditions




















A Typical Region of Flow
symmetrical surfaces AB and CD are boundaries of the channel and
are streamlines of the flow. The upstream and downstream boun-
daries are the surfaces /'.C and BD respectively. The region of the
blades or the body force field, over which the blade surface function
f(r,z) Is prescribed, Is shaded.
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F'or each step of the iteration the equations for the stream-
function, Equations (63), (64), (6i>), are non-honnogeneous linear
second order partial differential equations. The necessary and suf-
ficient boundary conditions for this problem are well known. The
streamfunction i// , or a linear combination of its derivatives
, ^^
and j^ , nriust be prescribed at every point on the boundary. The
boundary conditions on the streamfunction for a typical region of
flow (Figure 5) are:
iff - constant on surface AB
tp - constant on surface CD
ip =. (p (r) on surface AC
^ = on surface BD
The functions v, p, and p, which can be prescribed jnly once on each
streamsurface , are prescribed at the inlet, on surface AC.
i\t the leading edge the matching conditions are tha't the
streamfunction and its first derivatives are continuous. At the
trailing edge the streannfunction and its first derivatives, as well
as the pressure, density and tangential velocity, are continuous.
This is the Kutta condition.
The iteration process is based on an elliptic partial differ-
ential equation. In Part VI it is also shown that the complete non-
linear differential equation, which includes fae corripressibility




blades are present, the relative velocity, becomes supersonic.
The boundary values for this case are quite complicated and solu-
tions may not be unique. In all the examples solved here the gov-
erning velocity is subsonic, although the total velocity may be
transonic, as in Part X.
F) The Limiting Flow Far Downstream of the Blades
If at a finite distance downstream of the blades the channel
boundaries become concentric cylindrical surfaces and if these
surfaces extend unchanged downstream to infinity, general quali-
tative statements can be made concerning the limiting flow at in-
finity. U is supposed that the total energy of the fluid is uniform
and that the vorticity and tangential velocity are zero on the up-
stream (Inlet) boundary. The energy of the fluid is changed and
vorticity is created by the action of an infinite system of blades
rotating at a constant angular velocity u) . Nothing is said about
the channel boundaries upstream of the cylindrical region or about
the shape of the blades.
It is clear that in such a region the flow is independent of
the axial coordinate and the radial velocity is zero. Then radial
equilibrium of the centrifugal force and the pressure gradient







The vorticity, being generated by rotating blades, is parallel to
the velocity relative to the blades. Therefore from Equation (42);
From iCquations (80) and (81) and the isentropy condition, Equation








_ 2 ^^ f I wr cJ ry \
dM'
dr " t a^\ 2. y^ cjtj (82d)





_ _2_ Jlf Si f/ ^ ^'' ^J^TJl]
dr r a^ a'-i 2 a^ I (82e)
If rv is a known function of r or of <^ in this region the flow
can be completely deteroiined by the above equations . It can be
seen directly fronn Equations (80), (82a), and (82b) that the pressure,
the density, and the local speed of sound are miniTrium on the inner




boundary. This general result is completely independen/of the blade
shape and the channel shape. If the blades are stationary it follows
from Equations (82c) and {82e) that the total velocity and the corres-
ponding N^.ach number are maximum on the inner boundary and de-
crease monotonically to a minimum on tha outer boundary. The axial
velocity may have a maximum or minimum anywhere, depending on
rv, but if rv is monotonic then the axial velocity is also monotonic
.
In order to examine the total mass flow the channel is given
the same cross-sectional area far upstream and far downstream.
The toUl energy of the fluid is constant. If the tangential velocity
is aero upstream and ^nstant downstreani the total mass flow equa-
tion is
r, w, f^^j = y /I ^2 rc/r (83)
where ( ) and ( )^ denote values far upstream and far downstream
respectively.
Using the isentropic relation,
and integrals of Equation (82), Equation (83) becomes
il-B^rr< = ^l[l-7~K-ilnrflMfrii>',nrfrc^r (84)
where 1^2,' ta^^r*' "^7* is the maximum which occurs at the inner
radius, taken here as unity.





/_i?lJ is plotted as a function of Mt for several values of -^ .
These results are expressed In terms of local Klach numbers in r igure
2
44. where the axial K!ach number l-^\ , is plotted as a function of
the inlet Mach number A// for several values of -^ . It is seen
that for a given inlet Mach number. A/, ^ , and a given deflection, ^j"" ^
there may be two solutions for the maximum axial Mach number
downstream, but if /—/ is above a certain critical value there will
( a *•
'zi
be no solution. When two solutions exist one value of the axial ve-
locity may be subsonic and the other supersonic, or both values
may be supersonic. It must be understood that {a)^; ^"*^ touJzi-
are maximum values on the downstream boundary and that when
these are supersonic the minimum velocities, and. even the mean
velocities, may still be subsonic.
These results depend only on the limiting flows far upstream
and far downstream and are independent of the intermediate flow.
It is assumed, however, that the intermediate channel and the blades
are such that an isentropic transition from the upstream flow to the
downstream flow is possible. Nevertheless, this analysis shows
that for a given inlet Mach number there is a maximum tangential
velocity that may be generated by stationary blades. No isentropic
solution exists for tangential velocities exceeding this maximum..
Similar results would be obtained for distributions of tangential




VI. PROPERTIES OF THS TRANSONIC FLOV/
OF A PERFECT FLUID UNDER THE ACTION
OF A PSEUDO-CONSERVATIVE FORCE FIELD
A) The Characteristics of the Problem—The Governing Velocity
The applicable equations upstreann and downstream of the
force field are shown in Equations (19), (20), and (21) with K = 0.
Adding to these the four differentials for u, rv, v/,ln p , and using
Equation (19) to eliminate the pressure terms, eight algebraic equa-
tions for the eight partial derivatives are obtained:
dr Oz (=> or r
d r O Z
or d z. P dZ.
dr dz ^ "^ r z>r ^ Q2. r
drp ^- dz^J±. = dad r Sz.
dr\!^ i- dz^ = drvor £) z.
Dr oz.
(85)
The differential equations for the characteristics are obtained when













'Expanded, thia equation is:
i- 2uwl2u^-a']drdz^ -/- u^ ( u"- c^} dr^ = O
which on factoring yields:
dr
_ uv^ ± aju'--/- iv*- a''
(88)dz IV * - o ^
liquations (87) and (88) are the differential equations for the physical
characteristics of the problem. These equations represent, respec-
tively, the streannsurfaces and the 'meridional Iv.ach surfaces".
Thus the character of the flow upstream and downstream of the blades
depends on the meridional velocity, not the total velocity. That is,
the problem is "elliptic' with respect to the variables u and w if the
meridional velocity is subsonic, and is "hyperbolic" if it is supersonic
<
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The velocity which determines the character of the problenn is
called the "governing velocity", thus the governing velocity up-
stream and downstream of the blades is the meridional velocity.
In the region of the blades the applicable equations are
those given above but with XfO. In addition Equation (25), which
states that the relative velocity is tangent to the blade surfaces,
must be included. Equation (19) can again be used to eliminate
the pressure and Equation (20b) can be used to eliminate A .
Because of the constraint imposed by the blade surfaces (Equation
(25)) it is also possible to eliminate the angular momentum rv.
The blade surface function, f(r,z) is prescribed. Then, including
the differentials for u, w, and In p, there are six linear algebraic
equations for the six partial derivatives:
c>r
'*'
dz. "^ '^ p 2>r '^ ^ /o Qz ~ r





:>etting the deterrnincint of the coefficientsequal to zero the
following equation ia obtained:
^1^/ ^ R^^z^)v^^- ii^R') a}dr^-l3(hR^-^Z^)uw^-[(i*R'-]u-2RZ^'}a^}dr''dz
- ufO^^'^^'Ju^-f/^z'Ja^Jdz^ -ro (90)
Cn factoring this yields:
\/vdr~ ^ dz =0 J and





where Pu-t-Zw is the relative tangential velocity, (v-a)r).
The characteristics of the flow in the region of the blades
are the streasr^surfaces (rliquation 91) and the surfaces given by 'Equa-
tion (9^). V/hether or not the characteristics given by Equation (92)
are real depends on the total relative velocity, noc on the meridional
component of the velocity as in the upstreaxn and dcwnstreann regions.
The governing velocity in th^ region of the blades is therefore the
Ii
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velocity relative to the blades.
The form of Equation (9^) suggests the followiag transform-
ation:
(93)
dr = JTTp^ c/r j dz = J i-hZ^ dz.
After this transformation Equations (91) and (92) become;
WW-/- -j==-f=r±dr Ji*R^Ji-hZ'-
dz W^ - a^
This is no great simplification except when R or Z is zero everywhere
For radial blade R is aero, the transformation is:
^
(95)
dr ^ dr J dz = /TTz*- dz
and the equations for the characteristics






dr _ UW ± a/ CL^-f- v^^ -a^
dz ~ iv^- Of'-
Thus the characteristics for the transformed problem are the same
as for two-dimensional flow with velocities M and w in the 7 , z space
.
B) The Complete Non- linear Forms of the £quation
With uniform inlet conditions the equation for the streanri-
function for compressible flow downstream of a system of blades
i
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rotating at angular velocity tO is (from Equation (65)):
^„ --i-^r- *.. - -Pn On Pl„
-("ffl-^- ^V^^ ^ ('^)
The density derivatives can be written using Equation (78) as
Then, eliminating the denaity derivatives from Equation (97) and
introducing the velocity components, the complete non-linear form
of the equation for the downstream region is obtained.
(99)
-I
The non-homogeneous part, "the right side' , represents the effect
of rotationality. The terms containing the derivatives of —-5, are
connected with the fact that part of the total energy occurs as kinetic
energy due to the tangential velocity. It is clear that the effect of
rotationality becomes zero if the meridional velocity is sonic, and
that the rotationality effect on one side of the sonic line is exactly
opposite the effect on the other side.
The equation for the streamfunction for compressible flow
in a region of radial blades is (fron. Equation (70)):
i
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The density derivatives, from Equation (78), can be written as:
The connplete non-linear equation for the region of the blades is ob-
tained by elinninating the density derivatives from Equation (100) and
introducing the velocity components in the coefficients:
-f^zU) ^^ = 2^:^, Z[l- J^^±Mi^^J (102)
C) The Cushioning ' ction between Subsonic and Supersonic Regions
The complete non-linear equations (i:;^quations (99) and (102))
are obviously quite complicated. It is believed, however, that the
transformation suggested (Equation (95) ) would lead to some simpli-
fication of Equation (102). Unfortunately, tinrie has not permitted
a more thorough investigation of the possibilities of this transforni-
ation.
Examination of Equations (99) and (102) and the characteris-
tic equations. Equations (88) and (92), reveals that the non-homo-




the character of the flow changes from "elliptic" to "hyperbolic".
Furthermore, for flows of practical interest the vorticity term
fllffrv_!^^J^r^l
,
or 2 -^^ -^ Z
will have the same sign throughout the flow region. The right side
of the equation can be regarded as a forcing function acting to dis-
place the streamlines. In regions where the flow is entirely sub-
sonic or entirely supersonic the forcing function will have one sign
throughout the region. But if the flow is transonic, i.e. part sub-
sonic and part supersonic , the forcing function has one sign in the
subsonic part and the opposite sign in the supersonic part. There-
fore the deflection of the streamlines, brought about by vorticity,
will be less if the governing velocity is transonic than if it is en-
tirely subsonic or entirely supersonic. Consequently the meridi-
onal flow will be "smoother", for the vorticity in one region tends
to counteract that of the other region. It \% believed that this mu-
tual cushioning effect is the explanation of the phenomenal effic-
iences observed in compressors in which the relative velocities
in a region near the tip are sup>ersonic.
The fact that the forcing function, the non-homogeneous
part of the equation, contains a factor of the form (l-Iv' ), where




1 . The deflection of the streamsurfaces induced by a given
strength of vorticity at a certain point in the flow is sero
when the governing velocity is sonic at this point, has one
sense when the velocity is subsonic, and the opposite sense
when it is supersonic .
2. The deflection of the streamlines brought about by vor-
ticity in a region is less when the governing velocity is
transonic in the region than if the velocity is entirely sub-
sonic or entirely supersonic.
These conclusions are confirmed in all of the examples of
connpressible flow which follow. In fact, it seems that even stronger
statements should be made, A comparison of the deflection of the
streamsurfaces brought about by vorticity indicates that the deflec-
tions increase from sero to a maxiiTium and then decrease as the
vorticity (the strength of the actuator) is increased froim zero.
The governing velocity is subsonic in both examples .
ii
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VII. riiE Ul-ATION OF THIC Fimi "C
D... .EhfCE PROBLEM
The finite difference problem differs from the differential
equation problem in two ways: in the finite difference problem,
the boundary conditions are prescribed at a finite number of points
on the boundary and the desired function is to be determined at a
finite number of 2X)lnts within the boundary; the differential equa-
tion la essentially replaced by a number of simultaneous approxl-
nnate difference equations which are themselves only approximately
solved. However, the set of points at which th3 desired function Is
sought can be made very dense, and the system of difference equa-
tions can be solved as accurately as desired. Therefore, barrincr
unaccounted for singularities, any degree of agreement betv/een
the tv/o solutions may be obtained, rhe two problems are neverthe-
less quite distinct. The finite difference problem Is solved by South-
well's relaxation method (Reference 8), which Is defined as "a sys-
tematic sequence of localized changes of the wanted function that
steadily brings the 'residuals' toward their desired value."
The fact that the physical aspects of the problem are always
evident and that the status of the solution Is always apparent Is a
great advantage of the relaxation method. This is a great aid In
solving the non-linear turbomachlne problem, for the action of the
vortlclty and the conripresslblllty Is apparent as a force" which





The power of the relaxation method ii-j indicated in the fol-
lowing quotation fronn Soutiiwell (Reference S, p. 3):
"(The) use of finite differences is nol new, nor (is the)
evaluation of the wanted function at nodal points of a regu-
lar net. But in concentrating attention on the data, ana in
recognizing that these are never exact, they subordinate
mathematical to physical aspects in a way that can alter
drastically the course of a theoretical research. Dis-
carding orthodox for relaxation methods , an investigator
finds his outlook quite transformed: full scope remains
for ingenuity and special artifice, but any problen^ that
can be formulated can be solved.'
It is not clear how solutions which are unstable can always be found
by the method of finite differences . Intuitively it seems that if the
configuration is unstable the disturbances inherent in the relaxation
process may be amplified by the relaxation, thus making converg-
ence quefcticnable
.
a) The Difference Jquations
The nnost general form of the differential equation for the
streamfunction is that shown by Equation (64):




where A,B,C are iunctions of r and z, and D Is a function o£
[b^ , ip^ , r , and z. As written for each step of the iteration with
the non-homogeneous part known, Equation (64) is an elliptic equa-
tion, for
AC - B^ = I^R^-Z^ >> O
and can therefore always be transformed into the normal form
V^XX ^ Pl/l^ ^ ^'fx.y. ^rj ^z) = O (104)
When the cross derivative term ip^z occurs, as in Equation (64), the
difference equation nr^ay be written for either the original equation
or the transformed normal equation. Because of the added difficulty
of matching solutions when one region has been transformed, the
difference equation^j are written here for the original form.
If the streamfunction ip , v/hich is a solution to a partial
differential equation such as 2]quation (64), is regular in some neigh-
borhood of the point (r^, z ) , it may be represented in this neigh-
borhood by the Taylor's expansion:
(105)
where t/*^ is the value of (/» at (rQ,z^) and all the derivatives are
evaluated at (r ,a ). There-
^ o o'
fore if (r ,z ) Is one point cf
a square lattice with an in-
terval between points of S
,
Figure o









the value of ^ at the surrounding points can be expressed by means
of liquations (105). If fourth and higher powers of S are neglected
the result is a system of simultaneous linear algebraic equations
which can be solved for the derivatives to give:
{106)
(107)
Cn eliminating the first order derivatives it follows that:
Ps ^ ^u ^ <p,^p8 -4'Po - i^rr ^ <Pzz)b"
The difference equation is obtain-fd when Equation (106) is
substituted into the differential equation. Thus for Equation (64),
which is
ll^Z^]^n-^RZiPri^(l-^R^]^^^^f2ZrRZ^'j)ilj,-(ZR,-RR^]^^ = (^ (108)
the difference equation is:
[(hR'l - IZR, -RR^] #7 ^, ^ ff/.z'j. (zz, -RZ, - jr) I] ^^
^[fj.R').(ZR,-RR,]j.]
^3 ^ [f,,z'J. (zZrR2,-i:]^JcP^





v. nen the blade shape function f(r,z) is prescribed all the coeffic-
ients can be determined. Squatlon (109) is then the difference equa-
- 2
tion applicable in the region of the blades. The residual, Hf S , is
a connplicated function of position which is estimated for each step
of the iteration by means of the solution of the previous step.
In the same way the difference equation upstream of the
blades is, from Equation (63):
where
€
^ 4'n llnf]n Y^/'/>'^ ^ - ^ ^, im:]dip ^^
The difference equation for the downstream region is the
same as Equation (110), but the residual, from Equation (65), is
given by
(111)
I P^J I dip a/ a* dip ' ^*'ij
The difference equation for each of the three regions is
shown in Equations (109), (HO), and (III). A general form might be
written as
Di(4>] = ^^« (112)
Here Dj(p] represents the left side of one of the difference equa-
th ^
tions written for the i point of the net and £({ is the residual
there. Di( ) is the "difference operator' , and is itself a function
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of position. That is, the coefficients of the left side of the differ-
ence equations have different values at each net point and these
values depend on the prescribed shape of the blades.
U the blades are prescribed as radial, the expression for
Dj is more simple than in the general form (Equation (109) ). For
radial blades
in the region of the blades
. The (R.- are correspondingly more
simple for radial blades. However
, the complexity of (? is pri-
marily due to rotationality and compressibility. For example, if
the fluid is incompressible and the inlet conditions are uniform the
right side of Equation (64) becomes simply
(fli = 2 oDf7
J (114)
regardless of the blade shape prescribed.
Specialized forms of the difference equations will appear in
the various examples. Parts VIII. IX. and X. The general form of
the difference operator is written as the sum:
0.(^] = 1 a^j ij^.j (115)
The subscript i denotes the point of the net for which the operation
is performed and the subscript j denotes the values of the stream-
function which enter into the difference equation. Thus for the
simplest difference operator, from Equation (110):
iI
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= / ; a:^ = - ^
- ^ h.
a,., = a/3 ^io (116)
' zr, J
a
The cTij are called "influence coefficients" in that they indicate the
change in S*^y , corresponding to a unit change in </',j ; or -^
represents the change in (/f,j due to a unit change in the "forcing
function" i*if. whan all other <!/ , are held constant. The a.-, from










^'* = / ^ 'TFT ^'- igui^e *
The Nomenclature of the Difference Operator
The difference equations must be satisfied at every point
in the net. This is accomplished by Southwell's relaxation tech-
nique
,
whereby the streamfunction is modified until the desired
residuals are obtained.
The solution of a finite difference problenrj is generally
not the same ao the solution of the corresponding differential equa-
tion problem. The amount of tho discrepancy depends on the nature
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of the function involved and on the sire of the net used. There-
fore it io only necessary to obtain an accuracy in the solution of
the difference problenn commensurate with the discrepancy already
involved.
E) The Iteration Process
it is not practical to attempt to formulate a general set of
rules which will govern the iteration process in all conceivable
problems. It is, however, appropriate to discuss generally the
two separate effects--compressibility and vorticity. For the initial
step of the iteration it is necessary to estimate the right sides of
the equations. Consider, for example, the right side of Equation
(65);
The manner in which rv( (^ ) may be estimated has already
been discussed, in the examples solved the first estimates of
rv{ip), so obtained, were accurate to within three percent of the
final values (Figures 21 and 23) . riie complete effect of rotation-
ality, represented by the term in the bracket above, can likewise
be expressed as a function of </' and r v/ith conriparable accuracy.
In the relaxation process it is possible to innprove the desired
residual each time the streanifunction is improved, so that the




Periodically rv(^ ) must be recalculated and a new, more accurate
function of <j6 and r obtained.
The compressibility effect cannot be handled so easily. If
the Mach number is low and the rotationality effect is strong, aa in
the examples of Part IX, the first term, iP^ilnPl, is much smaller
than the last term and can be disregarded for the first estimation.
In this case the effect of compressibility is not completely neglected,
but appears in the f-£.j^Uctov multiplying the rotationality term,
it is true that under these circumstances the main effect of compres-
sibility is its "influence" on the rotationality. For large subsonic
K/Tach numbers this approach is not possible. The first term may
be of the same order as the second. In fact, in the examples of Part
X, where a constant tangential velocity was prescribed at the down-
stream boundary, the two terms were exactly equal at the point on
the downstream boundary where the axial velocity became sonic.
This can be seen by \f/riting Equation (65), v/ith u) = and v/Jzz = 0,
as
it is well known that if the energy is uniform the local mass flow
is a maximum when w is sonic, hence /^ is zero when w is sonic.
Another viewpoint is to regard the residuals as forcing functions
which act to displace the streamlines
. L^ince the axial velocity can
i
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only be sonic at a 'throat", the forces must act toward the sonic
line so as to contract the streamlines there. The residuals, having
a different sense on each side of the sonic line and being ' continu--
ous", must therefore be sero on the sonic line. Whan v is not con-
stant or when the energy is non-uniform , Pv^ v/ill not necessarily
be maximum when vv is sonic. The exact circumstances under
which the residuals change sign were derived in Part VI, where it
was shown that the residuals are sero on the line separating the
"hyperbolic" and the "elliptic" regions, or, in other words, where
the '^[overning velocity" is sonic.
It is extremely important to use every means available to
make the first esti-mate of the conripressibility effect as good as
possible. The rapidity of convergence depends on the judgement
used in the first estitiiation and each successive approxixnation. No
general rules can be stated. In regions where the nneridional velocity
is nearly sonic, the streaa^surfaces obtained during the iteration nnay
be such that the channel between adjacent surfaces is "choked".
V/heii this happens the mass flow Pq^ falls to the right of the density
curve in Figure 42 and the density is imaginary. If it is not possible
to adjust the streamlines so as to have real densities, than it may be
that the governing velocity is su::«r sonic and the "elliptic" form of
the equation is not applicable , or even that no isentropic solution




the "complete non-linear" equations derived in the appendix may
be used for the transonic problenri. Convergence is always slow
when the governing velocity is nearly sonic, for the p vs pq-curves
have nearly vertical tangents then.
Ii
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VIII. AN EXAirf'PIS OF INCC^'IFRESSIBIS FLCW IN A MIXSD
FIO^V CCMPRESSCH WITH BLADi- SIi^VP-3 PRi:3CRIBSD,
This analysis of the flow in a mixed-flow compressor with
blade shape prescribed is proaented as an exax-nple of the three-
diniensional rrjotion of an incompressible fluid under the action of
a system of rotating blades. First a solution is obtained for tlie
irrotational flow through the channel with no blades present. This
serves as a basis of comparison for detern^ining the additional
velocities induced by the blades, and is also useful in niaking the
first approximation to the rotational flow when blades are present.
The particular channel chosen is shown in Figure 8. The




_ ^ sin 2rT ^ (117)
where r. is the initial radius, r-, is the final radius, and L is the
length of the curved portion. Ihe coordinates of the channel boun-
daries are given in Table I.
In this exaiTiple the total energy is uniform and the vorticity
is zero at the inlet, station 0. More precisely, the tangential ve-
locity is zero, the nneridional velocity is axial, and the pressure
is constant on the upstream boundary. In the blades and downstream
of the blades the total energy is non-uniform and the flow is rota-




that might be expected if the channel extended downstream to in-
finity: the flov^" is independent of the axial coordinate . Thus the
radial velocity is zero and the pressure gradient forces and the
centrifugal forces are in balance on the downstream boundary.
-A) Ir rotational Flow with no Blade s Present
For irrotational flow with no blades present the governing
differential equation for the streamfunction (Equation (63)) is simply:
4'tt-T^r +^zz = ^ (118)
and from Equation (llO) the corresponding difference equation is:
^<- l'-fr)k-^^3 ^('^fr]^4-^^o = O (119)
The boundary conditions are: ip - constant on the hub and shroud
contours
,-p'Py. = iv- / on the upstream boundary, and -j- ^^ = u = o
on the downstream boundary. Upstream 4^ is taken along the boun-
dary, so that Kp can be deternnined by simple integration and pre-
scribed directly. Downstreann the normal derivative is prescribed
and ^ cannot be determined by integration along the boundary. The
boundary value problem is therefore of the mixed type. However,
since the flow far downstreain is entirely independent of the axial
coordinate all axial derivatives vanish and the differential equation
(Equation 118) can be integrated easily. By this means ^ itself can
be prescribed over all of the boundary. The mathematical problem
for the irrotational flovv' ib therefore relatively simple and consists





The flow region is divided into a net or lattice and influence
coefficients are calculated for each point. The net, the influence
coefficients, and the boundary conditions are shown in figure 9.
Che influence coefficients near the boundaries were calculated in
the sanne way as Equations (106) and (108), but with a different S
for the "abort legs" of the net.
For a first approxitriation to ip the streamsurfaces were
assumed to have the same shape as the boundaries. This is equiva-
lent to assunning that the axial velocity is constant on each radial
line. The actual residuals Iffa for the smooth values of (p were
calculated by means of the difference operator with a high degree
of accuracy. These served as basic values of tp and ^Rq . The;
change in ^ to make the residuals as small as possible was then
deternrtined by the relaxation process . As a final check residuals
were again calculated by the difference operator.
The final values of the streamfunction and the corresponding
actual residuals are shown in Figure 10. Upstream of station 12
the snnallest residual nnay be as large as Z and downstream as large
as 5. This error corresponds to an error in the solution of the dif-
ference problem of about one part in 2000.
The axial and radial velocities for several representative
stations are shown in Figures II and 12, re3p)ectively . The abscissa
ii
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of Figure U is the deviation from the mean axial velocity:
IV,
where w Is the inlet velocity and w is the mean axial velocity.O tii




where r. is the radius of the inner boundary and v^ in the ra-dius
of the outer boundary.




I ines of equal pressure are shown in Figure 13 for flow
through the channel with no blades present. The decrease in pres-
sure occurring far downstream is due to the decrease of the cross-
sectional area of the channel and the corresponding increase of the
mean velocity. This should be taken into account when evaluating
the pressure increase when the rotating blades are present.
B) Rotational Flow with Blades Present
Rotational flow through the channel of the previous example
is considered here. The vorticity is generated by a rotating sys-
tem of blades which acts on the fluid between stations 7 and 14. Ra-
dial blades are prescribed, hence the blade shape function f(r,z)
depends only on the axial coordinate z. Based on the irrotational




chosen so that the rate of energy input, i.e . the rate of c'.ai.ige '^^
the moment of angular momentum rv, was very small near the
leading and trailing edges. The discontinuity in v across the lead-
ing edges cannot generally be avoided, however the blades were
selected such that the jump in v is positive. The rate of energy
input is indicated by the slopes of the curves in Figure 20, where
the desired and the actual ^ on the radius r = 2.5 are compared.
The blade shape function is chosen to give the desired ~ on the
basis of the irrotational meridional velocities. The actual -jj. is
determined from the final meridional velocities with the prescribed
blades present. The shape of the blades is shown in Figure 8 and
the blade surface function is given in Table I.
The applicable differential equations for the three regions




= o upstream of blades (66)
= 2 uJr Z in region of blades (67)
j//^^ - ±ip^ -hip^T, = (n/-U)t^}—^ downstream of blades (68)
where rv = rv( •//) only and is evaluated at the trailing edge by Equa-




The corresponding difference equations in regions where the net
interval is S were given by Equations (UO)
, (111), (U3) and (114),
which for the three regions become, respectively:
'P, ^ff-fr]'p2^^3 ^0^I?)4^^'^^o= O (121)
-4.[l-^iz^]^^ =^u)rZS^ (122)
4>,^('-Tr]^2 ^^3 ^f/-i-rJh-4'^^= (r,-uir-)^'^S- (123)
where rv(<//) is evaluated by Equation (120).
The influence coefficients for these equations ^^116. for the
equations which hold near the boundary where S is not constant are
shown in Figure 14.
The boundary value problem is the same as in Part VIII-A,
except that here the streamfunction can net be prescribed exactly
on the downstream boundary. Instead new downstream boundary
conditions must be found for each approxinnation to rv('/'). This is
easily done by one-dimensional relaxation on the downstream boun-
dary. The first approxinriation to the downstream boundary values
was based on rv determined from the irrotational flow. For com-
parison, the initial and final downstreann boundary values are:
r 3.25 3.0 2.73 2.5 2.25 2.0
Initial ^ 973 1357 2654 3367 4000
Final <// 977 1863 2660 3371 4000
i
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The pararnetero ci the problem, based on the maximum














Blade aspect ratio: 0.232




. 756 at root
The extreme tip-root ratio was chosen so as to amplify the
three-dimensional properties of the flow, and blades of very low
aspect ratio were prescribed in order to stress the importance of
blade geonrictry.
rhere was nothing unusual in the analysis. Relaxation and
iteration were performied simultaneously, and the function i:'v{tp)
only had to be detarminsd once after the first estimation. The
initial and final values of rv( ^ ) are plotted in Figure 21. The final
values of the streamfunction and the corresponding desired and ac-
tual residuals are shown in Figure 15 . The axial and radial veloci-
ties are plotted for several stations in -figures 16 and 17, using the
same variables as already described. lines of equal pressure are
Ii
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shown ia Figure IS and lines of equal total energy in Figure 19.







'"I' wo^ J (124)
A comparison of the two solutions, with and without blades
»
does not lead to any extraordinary or unexpected revelations.
There are, however, some interesting points that should be dis-
cussed:
i . The general effect of the blades on the rrieridional flow
pattern is to increase the velocities near the shroud and
decrease those near the hub. This may be considered as
an improveinent of the meridional flow, for the most likely
place for separation ia on the hub near station 13. Decreased
velocities on the hub therefore lessen the likelihood of sepa-
ration,
2. The direction of the streamlines, given by — , is changed
very little by the action of the blades.




at station 13 on the
hub, is increased from -1. 000 to -0.166 by the action of the
blades
.
4. Although relatively large changes of axial velocity occur
within the blade region, the downstream equilibriunn values
I
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differ very little (4.6 percent) from the axial velocity
with no blades present. However, the tangential velocity
far downstream is approximate!/ proportional to the ra-
dius , and is of the same order as the axial velocity:
-^ = 1.146 at tip, ,-— = 0.720 at root. Considerable
diffusion would therefore be necessary to recover, as
static pressure, all of the kinetic energy added.
5 . Considerably more energy was added near the shroud
than near the hub. This is unavoidable for radial blades,
or, in fact, for any "practical" blades of low aspect ratio
6. The total velocity increases discontinuous ly across
the leading edge and it might seem that the pressure
should decrease correspondingly. There is, however, a
sufficient increase of total energy to cause the pressure
to increase. This is because the term <o rv is always
greater than the term -L\/^ in Zlquation (124).
7. The fact that the residuals are nearly constant on
cylindrical surfaces extending downstream from the
trailing edge of the blades means essentially that the
tangential vorticity is nearly constant on these surfaces.
This confirms, for this particular example at least, the
linearizing assumption used by Garble (References I and
II
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4) , v/hen he assumed in the axial flow problem that the
vcrticity was transported unchanged on cylindrical sur-
faces . It is surprising that this is also true in this
region, bounded by cylindrical surfaces but located




IX. AN EXAjv i-i..^ v.\.^ oJBSONIC FLOV/
THROUGH .AN ACTUATOR DISK
/in example of the motion of an incon^ipresaible fluid acted
upon by an infinite system of blades was presented in Part VIII. Aa
regards rotationality effects
, compressible fluid motion through a
system of blades can be analyzed similarly, the main difference
being the denaity ratio multiplying the vorticity term. Furthermore,
it was shown in Part V-B that the flow in the region of the blades,
where the vorticity is bound, is much less complicated than in the
regiovi downstream of the blades, when the vorticity is free. There-
fore the present example, conceived in order to isolate the role
compressibility plays in altering the rotationality effects, ia con-
cerned only with the nnore complicated upstreanr^ and downstream
regions . The blade region is therefore concentrated into an "ac-
tuator disk' in which the tangential velocity junrjps discontinuously
from zero to some finite value. It is assun^ed that the "blade sys-
tem" is stationary, hence the total energy of the fluid is constant
throughout the field. The matching conditions for the meridional
flow at the discontinuity are the same as stated in Part V-D for
leading edge discontinuities.
The channel boundaries are concentric cylindrical surfaces
,
and at the entrance the axial velocity is constant and the radial and
tangential velocities are zero. The jump in tangential velocity is
i
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equal in magnitude to the inlet velocity of the incompressible example
For the downstreann boundary condition the flow is independent of the
axial coordinate. This problem is solved for two values of the inlet
K'iach number (0 and 0.2), the inlet mass-velocity and the tangential
velocity being the same in both cases .
The applicable equations, obtained from H^quations (63) and
(65) with cO = 0, (rv), =0, and iC, = constant, are:
^^f- j(p^ -h4^^z - '^n ('^^)n upstream
(125)
= ^nilnf}n-i(?) fj^f downstream
where rv(^) and S. flLl are functions of df only and are evaluated
at the downstream side of the discontinuity.
rhe boundary conditions are: (p ~ constant on the cylindri-
cal boundaries,
-^^^ = I on the upstream boundary, and 4/^ =
on the downstream boundary. For each approximation to rv(^)
the downstream boundary condition can be modified so that (/' is pre-
scribed, as in the previous exannple (Part VIII-E).
A) Incompressible Flow Through the Actuator
The difference equation corresponding to Equation 125 for
incompressible flow is:
<^/ *-('-£]'p2.^'p3 ^('^£}'p4 -^^^0= O upstream
(126)
- ^ J.°L(rv) c ^ downstream
The inlet velocity is taken as 1000 and the boundary conditions are
I
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\\t - 500 (9 - r ) on upstream boundary
(p =: on r = 3
^ = 4000 on r = i
4^ = on downstream boundary
The influence coefficients and the net points of the flow field are
shown to scale in Figure 22.
The first approximation to rv( </> ) was based on irrotational
flow within the san^e boundary. That is, it was assumed that the
upstream value of <// held throughout the field. The rv so obtained
is shown in Figure 23. Before relaxation, the corresponding down-
stream boundary values were further improved by assuming half
the change in ^p occurred upstream of the actuator , thus obtaining
an approximate value of (// at the actuator and consequently a new
rv{(/j ). The boundary values corresponding to this last rv were
then used for the first complete relaxation, after which rv( <^) was
found to be unchanged. The result of this connplete relaxation was
therefore the final solution of the problem.
Values of the axial, radial, and tangential velocities at sev-
eral representative stations are shown in Figures 24, 25, and 26.
Lines of constant static pressure are shown in Figure 27. Far down-
stream of the actuator the axial velocity is much greater near the
hub than near the shroud. The maximum value of the radial velocity
occurs just beiow the "center' of the channel. The pressure is
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discontinuous across the actuator, and most of the pressure changes
occur downstream of the actuator
.
Perhaps the most significant feature of the solution i:3 that
the radial velocity and the changes in axial velocity are approximately
symmetrical about the actuator. It is clear, however, that they are
not exactly symmetrical since the forcing function is not symmetri-
cal. One consequence of linearization (Reference 4) is that the mer-
idional flov/ is symmetrical about the discontinuity.
The solution cf this exanriple will be discussed and compared
with the compressible solution of the next section.
B) Compressible Flow Through the J^ctuator-^/.iJJ][et = 0.2
The difference equation corresponding to liquation (125) is:
= L'Pnil^^^n]^^ "upstream (127)«
= [^nUr^^l-ifif^'^JS^ downstream
The boundary conditions for the streamfunction* were essentially
the same as for the previous example (IX- .). On the upstream
boundary
-y^r^-p^ - iOOO, and M = 0.2. Other parameters on the
upstream boundary were:
f -//-^/W!)^ ='.004
v^ = lOOO-^ = 1020
• loT this example oi/iy, the streamfunction is defined by:
u=






The tangential velocity jumped dis continuously to 1000 in the actuator.
The influence coefficients and the net points of the field are
the same as in the previous example (Figure ZT^
.
The first step in obtaining a solution was to estimate as ac-
curately as possible, by any means whatever, the right side of the
equation. This was done as follows: The vorticity term, £-4^^^^^
was very closely approximated by simply using the value from the
incompressible solution just obtained. The extreme accuracy of
this choice is indicated in Figure 28, v/here the initial and final val-
ues of rv(t^ ) are plotted. The first estimation of the density term
was likewise based on the irrotationai velocities, but only values
on the downstream boundary were calculated first. V/hcn this was
done it was clear that the streamlines deflected leas when compres-
sibility was present, for the compressibility term, tp^(infj^S^ , was
negative and subtracted from the vorticity term, f^M (i-)^^ (ry)'-l
which was positive. In addition f-^-V' > which decreased according
to the increase in total velocity dcv/nstream of the actuator, also
acted to reduce the right side of the equation. However, the right
side of the equation was estimated on the downstream boundary using
the density term just calculated, and the streamfunction and the cor-
responding density were calculated there. These values were treated
i
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^:= downtitream boundary values for the first complete relaxation.
In order to complete the estimation of the residuals throughout the
field the density changes calculated from the ir rotational stream-
lines were corrected by a factor chosen to give the correct density
on the downstream boundary. In this way it was possible to make
a rather accurate estimate of the right side of the equation, and
the desired residuals for the first complete relaxation. From the
results of the first relaxation the densities and velocities, and
finally new desired residuals, were obtained. The new desired
residuals agreed very well with the previous ones except in regions
where the K'lach number was greatest. Small changeij of the stream-
function brought the residuals into satisfactory agreement and led
to the final solution, presented in Figures 28 through 32.
The velocities are expressed in terms of the inlet axial
velocity, rather than a velocity of sound, for comparison with the
incompressible solution. The K'ach number based on the total ve-
locity is shown in Figure 32. The velocity components are similar
to those of the incompressible solution, except of course for the
discontinuities at the actuator.
C) A Discussion of the Solutions
In the two foregoing examples an otherwise axial flow is
distorted by vorticity generated by a so-called actuator disk. The
strength of the vorticity and the boundary conditions of the flow are
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the same in both exan-iples, yet the solutions, although generally
similar, differ distinctly in at least tv/o ways: the total deflection
of the flow brought about by the vorticity is decidedly less when
the flow is compressible; the axial variations of the compressible
flow are concentrated more in the vicinity of the actuator, the
concentration being r«ore intense where the ^ ach number is higher
The first point of difference was discussed in the previous
section and is confinned by Figure 33, where the streamlines of
the two solutions are commred. A general conclusion set forth
in Part VI is that the local effect of vorticity, as regards deflec-
tion of the streamsurfaces, reduces to zero as the "governing"
Vach number increases to one, and then increar.es
, but with oppo-
site sense
,
as the Jx/Iach number increases above one . The second
point of difference could probably be predicted by the Prandtl-
Glauert similarity transformation, applied to linearized equations.
Its occurrence here is evident in Figure 32, and to some extent
in Figures 25 and 30 where the maximum of the radial velocity
for the compressible flow occurs nearer the center of the channel,




X. EXAlvIPLSS OF TRANSONIC FLOW
THROUGH AN ACTUATOR DISK
This section provides examples of flow through actuator
disks with maximum IVIach numbers near one. Two examples,
with the same inlet Vach number (0.555), but with actuator disks
of different strength, are considered. In one example the maximum
Vfach number attained is one, in the other, 1.12. The actuator
model is the same as described in Part IX but the tangential ve-
locity induced at the actuator is not constant there. Instead the
tangential velocity is prescribed on the downstream boundary, and
the jump at the actuator is not known until the problem is solved.
With this prescription it is possible to replace the downstream
boundary condition, || = , with the condition that the stream-
function itself is prescribed, for the downstream conditions can
be determined without knowing the intermediate flow. The liinit-
ing flow far downstream of the blades was discussed in Part V-F
.
For the particular case where the tangential velocity is constant,
Figures 43 and 44 show the maximum Mach number as a function
of the inlet Mach number and the tangential velocity. It was also
shown in Part V-F that there is a maxitnum tangential velocity
that can be imposed by an actuator disk and that this maximum
corresponds to the choking condition. The limiting conditions




rhe differential equation (Equation 125)) of the previous
examples is applicable here but the definition of the streamfunc-
tion* is slightly different. The difference equation for both ex-
amples is (from r:quation (111)):
- i^nifTf'jnj S upstream (128)
-f^nMn-TffS^J^fJs^ downstream
A) Flow with K^aximum Vtach Number of One
The following conditions are prescribed:
Inlet L lach number: M = .555, hA* = .584
Tangential velocity: v = at inlet
("aj" *^^ on downstream boundary
and calculated from these are:
Ivlaximum axial velocity: -^ =
.888
Maximum Mach number: (-^^^~^)^= 1
The influence coefficients for each point in the net and the boundary
values for ^ are shown in Figure 22.
The method of solution was essentially the same as de-
scribed in the previous example. In determining the approximate
residuals for the first relaxation the value of the rotationality term
id-J^J obtained on the downstream boundary was assuxxicd constant
* For these examples the streamfunction yp is defined as:
i
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on cylindrical surfaces extending upstream to the actuator. The
density throughout the field waa estimated using the known values
of the density upstream and downstream and the approximate mag-
nitude of the density discontinuity at the actuator. The first de-
sired residuals were obtained in this way and a complete relaxa-
tion performed. The final solution then followed simple iteration
in which the desired residuals were obtained from the solution of
the previous step. After tv/o conr^plete relaxations the residuals
were in good agreement except in the region where the V.ach num-
ber was largest. >/inor modification then led to the final solution.
The axial and radial velocities are bhown for representa-
tive stations in Figures 35 and 36. The Viach number based on
the total velocity is shown in Figure 37.
This solution exhibits the properties already discussed in
the previous compressible example of Part IX, as noted in th-a
comparison Oi. the next section.
B) Flow with K'aximum ^vlach Number of l.i^
The following conditions are prescribed:
Inlet K ach number: M = .555, ^<* = .584
Tangential velocity v = at inlet
f-^j = .264 on downstreatf, boundary
and calculated from these are:
II
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Viaximum axial velocity = —- - .966
Maximum axial Ivlach number = -^ = .935
Maximum total Mach number = j ^^!^^ = 1.12
The influence coefficients for each point of the net and the boundary
values for (p are shown in Figure 38. In addition the velocity, den-
sity, etc.
,
at the downstream boundary, are recorded in Table II.
The residuals were first estinnated using the meridional
streamlines of the previous solution. A complete relaxation was
performed and the iteration started. Unfortunately the densities
obtained from the second complete relaxation were ixnaglnary and
straightforward iteration could not be continued. To remedy this
the axial iTiasB- velocity, -- (p^ , was changed just enough to make
the densities real. Then the iteration could be continued. It was
observed that the numerical solution of this example wa-a less ac-
curate than the solution of the previous example, although the net
points (Figures 34 and 38) were four times as dense. This is due
to the nearly vertical tangent of the density curve (Figure 42) when
the nriv»ridional velocity Is nearly sonic, and to the fact that the ra-
dial derivative of tho strcamfunctlon could not be accurately deter-
mined on the inner radius where the large Mach numbers occur.
The axial and radial velocities are shown In Figures 39 and
40, the Mach nun^ibers in Figure 41. The solution exhibits the samie
properties as have already been described in the preceding examples
iI
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It is surprising that the streaimsurfaces are deflected lass in this
second example where the tangential velocity in greater. This can
be seen by comparing the downstream values ol the streaxniunction
in rigures 34 and 33, and indicates that there is a certain tangen-






Jh theory has been developed which permits the analysis of
compressible flow in turboi'nachines having infinitely nnany blades
when the governing velocity is subsonic. Several examples, solved
by the method of finite differences, have been presented. The funda-
mental idea underlying the theory is that the force field represent-
ing the infinitely many blades is necessarily a "pseudo-conservative''
field. Because of this the three coaiponents of the field can be ex-
pressed in terms of two functions , one describing the input of
energy, the other the shap>e of the blades. The functions which
must be prescribed and the boundary conditions which must be im-
posed are then quite clear, and the heretofore more difficult direct
problem becomes relatively easy.
Two principal effects of compressibility were noted: the
deflection of the streamsurfaces brought about by a given vorticity
distribution decreased as the Mach numbers (subsonic) were in-
creased; the streamwise variations of the flow became more con-
centrated as the i.Iach numbers v/ere increased.
The foregoing theory is linnited in that the fluid must be
non-viscous and the number of blades must be infinite. In addition
the application of the theory when the "governing" velocity is super-
sonic is questionable. It is clear that non-viscous flow under th*?
action of a finite number of blades must be completely understood
I•
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before the viscous problet-n i^ attacked. Viscosity has no place in
problems in which the number of bladej is infinite, for the blades
do not act a^ boundaries of tha flow.
The extenciion to machines with a finite number of blades
could conceivably be carried out by three-dimensional finite differ-
ence methods but the analysis would be very lengthy. A first order
approximation to the pressure and total energy is indicated in the
api^endix. Perhaps the least understood problems are those in which
the governing velocity is transonic. The equations were developed
and discussed generally in Part VI. . suggested approach might
be to consider only the region in and upstream of the blades, where
the vorticity effects are linear. Prescription of radial blades
would allow further simplification by means of the transformation
given in i:qaation (121)
.
Then a perturbation equation analogous to
the transonic equations could be developed. Any analysis which
will lead to a better understanding of the cushioning effect men-




A First Order Approxir/iation to
the FLOW \.vith a Finite Number of Blades
A first order approxin^ation to the flow with a finite nmnber
of blades can be obtained from the solution with an infinite number
of blades by replacing the body force field acting in a sector between
two blades with a pressure gradient force, thus essentially revers-
ing the reasoning .vhich first led to the assumption of infinite blades.
Then integration of the pressure gradient from one blade to another
will give the circumferential pressure distribution between the blades.
rhe mean value of the pressure, as obtained from the anal-
ysis with an infinite number of blades
, is denoted by p . Let p'
denote the deviation of the total pressure from the mean: p = n ^r>'
The force field is then replaced by the pressure gradients as follows:
F -- -A^ - - J-^'
F^= A-^ I ^Jo'
If there are n blades distributed uniformly around the axis, the
second equation can be integrated from one bUde to the next to give
the pressure discontinuity across a blade:
Because A is independent of -9
.
the tangential variation of the pres-
sure is linear between blades. The deviation from the mean pressure
can tLerefore be easily determined at all points in the region of the
II
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bladea. The corresponding approximation of the total energy, oO rv,
can be obtained from a fornn of Equation (31), using the velocities of
the solution with an infinite number of blades.
It is significant that the equilibrium of the fluid has not been
disturbed by the introduction of the pressure force for the force field,
nor has fulfillment of the continuity requirement been altered. Ac-
tually the only assumption involved is that the tangential variation
of the pressure is linear, i.e.
, J^ is independent of O . This first
order approximation therefore seems very reasonable, particularly
v^hen there are many blades, and may be satisfactory in other cases.
Unfortunately exact solutions with a finite number of blades are not
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The Channel Boundaries and the Blade Shape Parameters for













































































Limiting Values Far Downstream for Transonic
Actuator iCxample with M „^ = 1.12*^ max
r / Dp
e or -^r ^
1 .9607 .9046 .27480 .965 8 .8737 .0072 3.1872
1.125 .9731 .9341 .24176 .9330 .9805 .0278
1.25 .9843 .9612 .21456 .9027 1 .0846 .0484 2.9422
1.375 .9943 .9858 .19310 .8744 1.1852 .0688
1.^ 1.0035 1.0038 .17539 .8476 1.2826 .0892 2.6460
1.625 1.0120 1.0303 .16054 .8224 1.3769 .1098
1.75 1.0198 1.0503 .14793 .7982 i .4671 .1304 2.3200
1.875 1.0271 1.0691 .13709 .7751 1.5538 .1512
2 1.0339 1.0869 .12767 .7527 1.6362 .1724 1.9137
2.125 1.0403 1.1038 .11942 .7311 1.7149 .1937
2.25 1.0463 1.1198 .11214 .7102 1.7893 .2156 1.4852
2,375 1 .05 20 1.1351 .10566 .6899 1.8599 .2379
2.5 1.05 75 1.1500 .09985 .6700 1 .9262 .2608 1.0204
2.625 1.0626 1.1639 .09464 .6506 1.9877 .2841
2.75 1.0675 1.1774 .08993 .631^ 2.0437 .3086 .5236
2.875 1 .0722 1.1904 .08564 .6123 2.0955 .3338




Tabulated Values of the Isontroplc Energy Relation
Density Ratio vs. ^ aaa Flow tind i^ffective Tangential Velocity
(4) u'-'hw'^Po I a' z.
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-7/7^.1132 .1290 .1458 .1655 .1882 .2022 .2173 .2350 .2550
.1764 .1936 .2116 .2304 .2500 .2601 .2704 .2309 .2916
.1605 .1782 .1967 .2160 .2363 .2468 .2574 .2684 .2796
.1445 .1627 .1817 .2017 .2226 .2334 .2444 .2559 .2676
.1286 .1473 .1668 .1845 .2089 .2201 .2314 .2434 .2556
.1126 .1318 .1518 .1729 .1952 .2067 .2185 .2309 .2436
.0967 .1164 .1369 .1586 .1614 .1934 .2055 .2184 .2315
.0807 .1009 .1220 .1437 .1677 .1800 .1925 .2059 .2195
.0648 .0855 .1070 .1298 .1540 .1667 .1795 .1934 .2075
.0488 .0700 .0921 .1155 .1403 .1333 .1665 .1809 .1955
.0329 .0546 .0771 .1011 .1266 .1400 .1535 .1635 .1835
.0169 .0391 .0622 .0867 .1129 .1266 .1405 .1560 .1715
.0010 .0237 .0473 .0724 .0992 .1133 .1276 .1435 .1595
.0032 .0323 .0530 .0855 .0999 .1146 .1310 .1475
.0174 .0436 .0717 .0866 .1036 .1185 .1354
.0024 .0293 .0580 .0733 .0886 .1060 .1234
.0149 .0443 .0599 .0756 .0935 .1114
.0005 .0306 .0406 .0626 .0810 .0994























































-In 4: .2800 .3090 .3300 .35 25 .3836 .4550 .5350 .5800 .6140
.3025 .3136
..3192 .3249 .3306 .3345 .3306 .3249 .3192
.2911 .3028
.3089 .3150 .3213 .3264 .3237 .3186 .3134
.2796 .2920
.2985 .3051 .3120 .3184 .3169 .3124 .3075
.2682 .2813
.2882 .2952 .3027 .3103 .3100 .3061 .3017
.2568 .2705
.2778 .2854 .2934 .3023 .3032 .2998 .2958
.245 3 .25 97 .2675 .2755 .2841 .2942 .2963 .2936 .2900
.2339 .2489
.25 72 .2656 .2748 .2862 .2895 .2873 .2841
.2225 .2382
.2468 .255 7 .26 55 .2781 .2826 .2811 .2783
.2111 .2274
.2365 .2458 .2562 .2701 .2758 .2748 .2725
.1996 .2166
.2261 .2359 .2969 .2620 .2689 .2685 .2666
.1882 .2058
.2158 .2261 .2376 .2540 .2621 .2623 .2608
.1768
^ ^ r» ^m.
.1951
.2055 .2162 .2283 .245 9 .2552 .2560 .2549
.1653 .1843
.1951 .2063 .2190 .2379 .2484 .2497 .2491
.1539 .1735
.1348 .1964 .2097 .2298 .2415 .2435 .2433
.1425 .1627
.1744 .1865 .2004 .2218 .2347 .2372 .2374
.1310 .1520
.1641 .1766
.1911 .2137 .2278 .2309 .2316
.1196 .1412
.1538 .1668 .1818 .205 7 .2210 .2247 .2257
.1082 .1304
.1434 .1569 .1725 .1976 .2141 .2184 .2199
.0968 .1196
.1331 .1470 .1632 .1896 .2073 .2121 .2140
.0853 .1089
.1227 .1371 .1539 .1815 .2004 .205 9 .2032
.0739 .0981 .1124 .1272 .1446 .1735 .1936 .1996 .2024
.0625 .0873
.1021 .1173 .1353 .1654 .1867 .1934 .1965
.0510 .0765
.0917 .1075 .1260 .1574 .1799. .1871 .1907
.0396 .0658
.0814 .0976 .1167 .1493 .1730 .1808 .1848
.0282 .0550
.0710 .0877 .1074 .1413 .1662 .1746 .1790
.0167 .0440
.0607 .0778 .0981 .1332 .1593 .1683 .1731
.0053 .0334
.0504 .0679 .0889 .1251 .15 25 .1620 .1673
.0226
.0400 .0530 .0796 .1171 .1456 .1558 .1615
.0119
.0297 .0481 .0703 .1090 .1388 .1495 .1556
.0011
.0193 .0383 .0610 .1010 .1319 .1432 .1498
.0090 .0284 .0517 .0929 .1251 .1370 .1439

-140-


































6955 .741 .785 .824
or
, .863 .902 .974
.3136 .30 25 .2916 .2809 .2704 .2601 .2500 .2304
.3081 .2975 .2871 .2767 .2666 .2565 .2467 .2276
.3026 .2925 .2825 .2726 .2627 .2530 .2434 .2247
.2971 .2875 .2780 .2684 .2589 .2494 .2402 .2219
.2916 .2826 .2735 .2643 .2550 .245 9 .2369 .2190
.2360 .2776 .2639 .2601 .2512 .2423 .2336 .2162
.2805 .2726 .2644 .2560 .2474 .2388 .2301 .2133
.2750 .2676 .25 99 .2518 .2435 .235 2 .2270 .2105
.2695 .2626 .2553 .2477 .2397 .2317 .2238 .2077
.2640 .2576 .2508 .2435 .2358 .2281 ,2205 .2048
.2585 .25 27 .2463 .2393 .2320 .2246 .2172 .2020
.2530 .2477 .2417 .235 2 .2282 .2210 .2139 .1991
.2475 .2427 .2372 .2310 .2243 .2173 .2106 .1963
.2419 .2377 .2327 .2268 .2205 .2139 .2074 .1935
.2364 .2327 .2282 .2227 .2166 .2103 .2041 .1^506
.2309 .2277 .2236 .2185 .2128 .2063 .2008 .1878
.2254 .2228 .2191 .2144 .2090 .2032 .1975 .1849




.2128 .2100 .2061 .2013 .1961 .1910 .1792
.2089 .2078 .2055 .2019 .1974 .1926 .1877 .1764
.2034 .2028 .2010 .1977 .1936 .1890 .1844 .1736
.1978 .1978 .1967 .1936 .1896 .1855 .1811 .1707
.1923 .1929 .1919 .1894 .1859 .1819 .1778 .1679
.1868 .1879 .1874 .1353 ,1821 .1784 .1746 .1650
.1813 .1829 .1828 .1811 .1782 .1748 .1713 .1622
.1758 .1779 .1783 .1769 .1743 .1712 .1673 .1593
.1703 .1729 .1733 .1728 .1706 .1677 .1643 .1565
.1648 .1679 .1692 .1686 .1667 .1641 .1614 .1531
.1593 .1629 .1647 .1645 .1629 .1606 .1582 .1508
.1538 .1580 .1602 .1633 .1590 .1570 .1549 .1480
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